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The Current State of Travel

According to the latest data provided by the

UNWTO, the middle east has experienced a

fall in international arrivals of 76% in 2020.

While air reservations as well as hotel

bookings have begun to recover, they remain

constrained by limited demand from source

markets.

COVID-19 has had a marked impact on the

MICE market in KSA, with meetings and

conferences moving into digital forums, a halt

on travel and the deferment or cancellation of

events.

Driving Demand

The increasing frequency of events have

continued to drive demand for flexible

spaces across the GCC, and particularly in

Saudi Arabia. Initiatives put forward by the

General Entertainment Authority and the

Ministry of Tourism’s Saudi Seasons have

resulted in a growth of over 14 million

entertainment event attendees between

2018 and 2019.

In addition, the easing of requirements and

costs for obtaining a Business Visa to Saudi

Arabia have contributed to a rise of USD

244.7 million in business tourism spending

between 2018 and 2019.

Source: STR, Euromonitor; Colliers, 2021

Focus on KSA

Driving recovery

Inbound trips to Saudi Arabia are expected to 
recover at the fastest rate between 2020 and 
2025 (42% per year) due to a combination of 
returning religious tourism and government 
initiatives in support of destination led 
tourism. This is expected to have a positive 
impact on the demand for meeting and 
events space in the country.

MICE

KSA Total Tourist Trips (millions)

2020(e)

2025(f)

3.6 16.8

Inbound Domestic

Source: UNWTO, Euromonitor; Colliers International, 2020

21.1 45.0

Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia

Kuwait

United Arab Emirates

Bahrain

Oman

Distribution of Hotel Meeting Space

Qatar

Dhahran Expo Centre 15,800

Riyadh International Convention & Exhibition 
Centre

14,600

Jeddah International Exhibition Centre 10,000

King Abdulaziz International Conference 
Centre - Riyadh

4,500

King Faisal Convention Hall - Riyadh 3,400

King Abdullah International Conference 
Centre – Jeddah

2,500

King Salman Convention Centre – Madinah* 70,000

sqm

*Built Up Area

2019 17.3 48.3



Saudi Seasons:
A well publicized country-wide initiative, Saudi 
Seasons helped to reframe Saudi Arabia as a 
destination, with desegregated events and 
international performers, highlighting destinations 
within KSA.
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Supporting Factors and Initiatives
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Quality of Life Program:
A key part of achieving VISION 2030, the Quality of 
Life Program includes initiatives to increase the scope 
and size of the events market in KSA through the 
development of sport and entertainment venues. 

Supporting Government Initiatives for Meetings, Incentives 
Conference, and Events

Notable Events Held in KSA (2019 to Date)

Tourist Visa on Arrival:
The rollout of the e.Visa has eased the delegate 
journey allowing for either a multiple access visa 
through the online portal or a visa upon arrival.

49 countries eligible
400,000 visa’s issued 
in the first 6 months.

2,408 calendar events 
targeted by 2030

Riyadh Season 2019-
2020 received 11 
million visitors

26% growth in 
events in 2019
69% growth in 
attendees

General Entertainment Authority:
With a wide mandate to diversify and enrich 
entertainment in Saudi Arabia. This has extended to 
venue development, assistance in securing large 
events, and the opening of the cinema industry.

https://www.fiaformulae.com/en/championship/race-calendar/2020-2021/diriyah
https://www.golfsaudi.com/en-us/
https://futureinvestmentinitiative.com/en
https://www.panachemiddleeast.com/portfolio-item/comic-con-arabia/
https://www.g20.org/about-the-g20.html
https://watch.wwe.com/episode/WWE-Super-ShowDown-2020-130888
https://riyadhbookfair.org.sa/en/coming-soon


Future of MICE in KSA

MICE

Two key factors that will define success in the aftermath of the pandemic for the MICE and Hotel industry will
be resilience and innovation. In other words, who is still able to operate in the market and how will they find
the opportunities in a post COVID-19 era.

Though you can easily focus on the two main components of MICE, the Venue and the Destination, they are
intertwined. Each component relies on the other to perform their role in the market. The four corners of
business best practice will then dictate how the market moves for the two principal MICE stakeholders of the
buyer (organizer) and the user (the delegate).

Four Corners Approach to MICE in the Middle East

Systems:
Vision and strategy are critical, but the
reality of the market in venue and
destination operational delivery cannot be
understated. In simple terms, the MICE
business system is the driver for everything
else, therefore setting this out for strong
implementation early will be paramount.

Process:
These have to evolve quickly. All good
business success depends on the strength
of its end-to-end processes, ultimately sales
to cash. Equally, the MICE industry carries a
similar level of conscience around its
consumers; success means repeat business
and reputational solidity.

People:
To put it simply, who is left standing? Economics
have had a devastating effect on businesses and
been catastrophic for people and livelihoods.
Whole tranches of supply chains, previously taken
for granted, have disappeared or been reset due
to COVID-19. MICE cannot dust itself down and
simply turn round expecting its champions of
delivery to be there – when they may be hanging
on the ropes like so many other businesses in
other sectors.

Technology
The rise and rise of technology leads us all.
Venue technology defines the customer
journey more so than many other leisure
sectors. MICE must put this at the heart of
its thinking. In the post pandemic world
effective use of technology will be one of
the key elements to run venues and be the
conduit to successful customer journeys for
all key stakeholders.

Improved delegate journey in 
Saudi Arabia using new Visas 
and supporting facilities

Build upon MICE calendar 
and leverage reputation for 
quality events in Saudi Arabia

Using new technology in 
venue and crowd 
management to help recovery

Investment in local skills 
development to provide 
operational expertise
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Outlook and Opportunities
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MICE

The landscape of venue inventory in the region in in a state of change, where it has been conservative in some
countries, KSA for example had only 92,000 sqm of Exhibition Space in 2011, to arguably some of the world’s
best venues over the following decade. The existing portfolio, including multiple regional and international
events, have emphasized the importance of the following factor: The legacy and the economic reality of a
successful MICE industry is integrally important to the further diversification of the economy.

And so how will the full dynamic of a resurgent MICE industry be operated and delivered? While not
guaranteed, following the business best practice and timed entry into the market and leveraging momentum
from government initiatives provides a head start.

Opportunity

Saudi Arabia is well positioned to become a premier
destination within the GCC and wider region, developing
on the four corners of business best practice to create an
opportunity for MICE development.

Investment in and development of flexible venues, able to
cater to the wide portfolio of events targeted by the
Kingdom, will ensure the forthcoming demand is met by
high quality supply.

MICE Industry
A focus on development of local skills as well as the supporting infrastructure within the country
creates opportunities for supporting infrastructure focused on lodging and transportations.

Industry Support
Through entities such as the General Entertainment Authority offer support for the development
of local events and in attracting existing international events.

VISION 2030 Targets
VISION 2030 has initiated several programs to develop the MICE market, including a targeted
growth of household spend on sports and entertainment from 2.9% to 6%.



FOR MORE INFORMATION

Colliers is a global leader in commercial real estate services, with over 18,000
professionals operating in 68 countries. Colliers delivers a full range of services
to real estate users, owners and investors worldwide, including global
corporate solutions, brokerage, property and asset management, hotel
investment sales and consulting, valuation, consulting and appraisal services
and insightful research. The latest annual survey by the Lipsey Company ranked
Colliers International as the second-most recognised commercial real estate
firm in the world. In MENA, Colliers has provided leading advisory services
through its regional offices since 1996.

Disclaimer
The information contained in this report has been obtained from sources
deemed reliable. Any information on projects, financial or otherwise, are
intended only to illustrate particular points of argument and do not constitute
forecast of actual performance. While every reasonable effort has been made
to ensure the accuracy of the information, we provide no warranty or
guarantee as to the accuracy or completeness of the information in this report
and Colliers assumes no liability whatsoever in relation to the forecast, figures
or conclusions contained herein. Any statements or opinions must not be
treated as investment or valuation advice and must not be relied on for
investment or any other purposes. Readers are encouraged to consult their
professional advisors prior to acting on any of the material contained in this
report.
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Management Ltd
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